DIGIMIC

Professional Conference Technology

The DIGIMIC
Family

Easy to Set Up

Award-Winning Design

Wired or Wireless  Your Choice!

For small discussions or big conferences.
Wired or wireless. Or both together!
Ease-of-use is guaranteed for all
scenarios.
Our DIGIMIC conference systems can be set up and operated
in next to no time without requiring any prior technical knowhow. That saves valuable time  and hence also money.

A Line of Products

High Performance, Efficiency, and Speed

Together with many conference organisers, we feel
microphone stands and delegate units should be as
inconspicuous as possible. This is why we have designed
and built the flattest microphone stand there is, without any
loss of performance or functional diversity.

Multiple Languages?

Wired or wireless? No need to choose just one or the
other  both modes are available! No need to choose
immediately  you can have your wired system transformed
into a wireless one at a later time.

Remote Control via the Conference Table
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All DIGIMIC products are inter-compatible. This means you
are not locked into a concrete application scenario over the
long term but are always free to adjust, expand, or reconfigure
the conference system to suit the respective room setting.

DIGIMIC is just as easy to use if you are faced with the task
of staging a multilingual conference. The console can handle
all languages around the world; a preconfigured favourites
list makes selection easy and is customisable to suit your
individual requirements.

For small Conferences

Our DCen mini. A very small and compact control console
which can be placed in the middle of the conference table
together with the microphone units. Set it up, turn it on, and
debate away  simple!

The DIGIMICs own DMicControl software enables convenient
microphone control via a geographical control panel. You can
manage the conference efficiently via the conference table
and set up and adjust the system in advance or during the
ongoing conference.

Put it to the Vote!

Our DIGIMIC means efficiency in putting together the
individual components. It means trouble-free setting up. It
means high performance thanks to the latest processor
generation.

Combined with the high-performance DIGIVOTE PowerPoint
add-in, you can include your discussion partners in the
decision-making process or obtain constructive feedback
which can then be analysed and evaluated after the conference
is over.

www.digimic.de

If you want to know more about our DIGIMIC
system, simply contact us or take a look at our
website at digimic.com.
We are always here to support you and help you unlock
the greatest possible benefits in planning and using
your new system.
If you need a conference system only temporarily,
our event technology rental service is always at your
disposal.
From initial consulting to complete planning and all the
way through to perfect implementation, we can help
you with whatever you need in the way of technical
support for your event, including conference technology.
Our offering covers the entire spectrum from sound
reinforcement technology to lighting technology and
all the way through to media technology. Our core
competence lies in planning and providing customised
event technology services.

sales@braehler.com
T +49 2244 930-0
rental@braehler.com
T +49 2244 930-200
F +49 2244 930-450

Simply scan in the QR code
and store our contact data
directly into your smartphone

DIGIMIC, DIGIVOTE and BRÄHLER ICS are registered trademarks
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Office are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
Specifications regarding the characteristics and usability of our
products do not constitute a warranty of properties but are merely
intended for information purposes. The scope of our deliveries is
determined by the respective object of the agreement. Details are
subject to change without notice.
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